
 
 
February 17, 2010 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 
Shoeboxed.com Now Offers Revolutionary Accounting Professional 
Plan To Streamline Receipt Organization 
New multi-user accounts allow accounting professionals to outsource tedious receipt 
scanning, data entry, and digital file storage 
 
  

DURHAM, NC – Shoeboxed.com, the leader in online receipt, invoice, and business card 
management, has just launched the new Shoeboxed Accounting Professional Plan that 
will make receipt organization faster and easier for accountants and bookkeepers than 
ever before. 
 
Built on top of Shoeboxed’s core mail-in service for receipt digitization, the Shoeboxed 
Accounting Professional Plan enables accountants and bookkeepers to manage multiple 
Shoeboxed accounts from a single intuitive dashboard. Accounting and bookkeeping 
firms can now eliminate expensive and time-consuming receipt scanning and data entry 
practices by simply sending their piles of receipts to Shoeboxed where they will be 
scanned, data entered, automatically categorized, and securely archived online. From 
their Shoeboxed accounts, financial professionals can then generate spreadsheets, PDF 
reports, and QuickBooks files by category as well as date range.   
 
Accountants can view, create, modify, or cancel unlimited accounts all from one secure 
page. Clients also have their own unique login information to access their accounts 
without having access to the other accounts. All Shoeboxed accounts on the Accounting 
Professional Plan are discounted by 10% recurring monthly. For accountants and 
bookkeepers looking to grow their business, offering a document digitization service to 
their clients at a low cost is an innovative selling point.   
 
Key features of the new Accounting Professional Plan include: 
 
*Searchable online archive of original receipt scans and human-verified receipt data�
*Generate IRS accepted reports with original receipt images 
*Export receipt data to Quicken, QuickBooks, .CSV, and other industry standard formats 
*Perfect for CPA’s, bookkeepers and corporate workgroups 
*View, create, modify, or cancel accounts all from one intuitive dashboard 
*Provide unique login information so that clients can login to their accounts too 
*Eliminate paper clutter, extend service offering, and impress clients 



Those who are interested in trying out Shoeboxed’s Accounting Professional Plan for 
receipt management should visit their website for more information at 
https://app.shoeboxed.com/multiuserAccounts.htm. 
 
About Shoeboxed (http://www.shoeboxed.com) 
 
Shoeboxed, the leader in online receipt and business card management, scans and 
organizes its clients’ receipts and business cards to make them more manageable for 
taxes, reimbursements, budgeting, bookkeeping and contact management. Users mail 
paper receipts and business cards to Shoeboxed for famously fast processing. 
 
Other features of Shoeboxed: 
• Receipts and business cards scanned and entered with important information from the 
documents 
• Automatic categorization of receipts into common tax categories 
• Export receipts to Quickbooks, Quicken, Excel, CSV, PDF expense report 
• Export business card contacts to Outlook, Salesforce, LinkedIn, and other digital 
address book solutions 
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